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ALONSO QUESADA

From Scattered Ways
trans. Daniel Eltringham

Translator’s note:

Alonso Quesada’s Scattered Ways (1944), written between 1915-1923 in Las
Palmas, Gran Canaria, is a forgotten classic of social crisis and solipsistic
melancholy in the vein of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922) and Hope Mirrlees’

Paris: A Poem (1919). Unlike these canonical works, however, Quesada’s long poem
describes not the alienation of life in a great metropolis, but a more muted anguish felt at
the margins of European modernity. This self-consciously developed island mentality is
punningly invoked in the title to his prose collection Insulario: the condition of the
islander is equated by Quesada with its near-synonym, the isolation of the solipsistic self.
Scattered Ways gives voice to these ideas in a detached yet deeply-felt vers libre.

Rafael Romero Quesada (1886-1925), who wrote under the pen name Alonso
Quesada, was a Spanish poet, dramatist, fiction writer and journalist from Las Palmas,
Gran Canaria. Along with his friends Saulo Torón and Tomás Morales, he was one of the
major figures of Canarian modernism (in Spanish, postmodernismo). Apart from a trip to
Madrid in 1918, Quesada barely left Las Palmas. Perhaps because of this, he never
achieved much recognition beyond the ambit of Canarian letters. He left most of his
work uncollected at his early death from tuberculosis, selections of which have been
posthumously published through Canarian cultural institutions between 1944-1988. Yet
despite his peripheral position, Quesada’s was also a richly cosmopolitan literary world
sustained by correspondence with major Spanish writers of the day, foremost among
them Juan Ramón Jiménez, whose 1914 children’s classic Platero y yo (Platero and I) is
invoked in section VI of Peaceful Ways of the Memory, translated below in full. 

After the early death of his father, Quesada was forced to take up journalism and clerical
work in order to support his family. Like Eliot, he worked as a banker, first for the Banco
de España, then for two British banks, Elder Dempster and the Bank of British West
Africa. Indeed, his relationship with the British has been characterised by Lázaro Santana
as one of ‘attraction-repulsion’: he was at once drawn to and repelled by what he saw as
the British temperament’s measured reserve, tempered by a grossly pragmatic materialism.
This affectionate yet censorious duality can be seen clearly in Peaceful Ways of the Memory
VI, included here, and throughout his work; as a bank clerk he saw clearly that the power
of money, and of exchange rates, was a political sticking point in the articulation of
regional identity (see: ‘Regionalismo al fin’, Insulario). One could say that Quesada’s
cautious and ironic, yet lyrical and emotionally attuned writing speaks from one insularity
to another, from the colonial margins of ‘Europe’ to the equally ‘insular’ British Isles.

Later, Quesada worked for the Port Authority in Las Palmas, and in his last years in a
bookshop. The banal demands of work frustrated him, as did the distance between his
literary dreams and the quotidian realities of his compromised, ‘insular’ existence.
Quesada’s life was marked by financial worry, and his evocation of quotidian precarity
resonates powerfully with the concerns of the present. The dictates of the pocket-watch,
of work-time, are balanced against muffled bells that always seem to be stuck at ‘burning
midday’ (Painful Ways, VI). The obscure recurrent symbolism of a mushroom seems to
index both the world of commerce and meaningless toil that belongs to ‘men of cane and
fungus’ (Painful Ways, VI), and the incipient mental disturbance that it causes. 
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Quesada was also engaged in the intellectual currents of interwar Europe. The phrase
‘el conocido caso/de cerebración inconsciente’ (‘The well-known case of
unconscious/reflection’, Painful Ways, XIII) seems to evidence reading of Freud.
Elsewhere, contemporary references to Buddhism, Spiritualism and Theosophy feed into
European writers’ interest in the afterlife, the transmigration of the soul, and
reincarnation in the body of animals. When, in Peaceful Ways of the Memory VI, his dead
friend Juan – reincarnated as an ass – ‘came by to say hi’, sticks its snout in the poet’s ear
and proffers comically sage wisdom about the afterlife, the voice shifts to a warmly
affectionate tone. But always there is an undertow of sadness, drawn from the
frustrations of menial work. ‘I used to admire men of feigned/honesty, who sat at desks’,
says Juan-the-ass, who has transcended those troubles and advises the poetic speaker to
do likewise. 

These two texts are part of a larger project to translate the entirety of Scattered Ways, a
long poem of over one hundred pages. They are taken from the poem’s first section,
Peaceful Ways of the Memory. An earlier version of the first stanza of VI was published in
Wretched Strangers: Borders Movement Homes, ed. by JT Welsch and Ágnes Lehóczky
(Norwich: Boiler House Press, 2018).
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From Peaceful Ways of the Memory

II

(Clear day. Hearth.
Yesterday’s feelings
come flooding in.)

The old majordomo, 
Juan, from Guayedra,
has stopped by to bring us
the golden grapes from his vineyard…
The young girls
have sat him down at the family table
and the old man has told us of childhood again
about which the memory is hardly clear. 
On his forehead, like a quiet old field, 
he bears eighty years of country piety;
and still he knows, as though it were yesterday, our ways,
which his loyal hand led for a thousand hours. 
And he says, peacefully, 
like a muffled midday bell, 
warm and hazy, 
that one distant afternoon, 
along the Mountain way 
to the shrine,
the earth roared like a hurt god
and the little man – me – all the lasses
we trembled in dread, except
the sea-eyed sister, the littlest, 
her who places the sweet hands
of the dead mother on my shoulder. 
The old man rakes over it all,
the better buried
the better reborn to his recollection, and says:
‘This is Paulina, I remember her now
since she is near to you. I cared for her
for her four golden years…My grandson
was as brown as the wheat-bread
that sustained the strength of a tree at home…
He lost himself, my grandson, in the wide vale
of Silence…Every hour you’d say: 
Tomorrow this fine lad
will be my handsome man. 
Don’t you remember? Eight years! Eight years
of loving without knowing that death is not peace little girl…!’
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The old man counts. And since the day is short
and night approaches and he is old
he slumbers in the old wooden armchair
the place of dead grandfathers. 
In the distant fields
the golden sun spreads out. 
Later, it takes shelter among
Paulina’s locks. The peasant companion
spied our whole childhood in a dream. 
And the girl, in his forehead’s furrows, 
plants her seed-kisses…
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VI

(Memories criss-cross
the clear way. Far-off day.)

My great friend the ass
who carries my other friend’s coal
the coalman of the Square, stopped
one day before the door of the English office
where I kneaded my hypothetical bread. 
The memory is so clear and so funny
that it fills my way with tenderness. 
The ass raised its snout, 
gallant and sacred, like a tiara, 
and let loose a bray
that came in through the Counter
and smashed into the Private office
against a stucco wall. 
The tasteless show-offs
whose menial task it is
to shrink the gilt pounds
––those pounds
so brave and free––
down to the diminished coin
of another country (downtrodden and bust),
upon hearing the bray they laughed, 
like restive workshop girls. 

The ass, oh, Francis Jammes! 
over his back
he bore the coal
more softly
than I carry
this minor hurt to my soul. 
He was the famous colour of Platero
but he had a strange dusty
blackness in his mouth
from chewing for so long
on the patience of his coal…
And that ass was 
my sweet companion Juan, the deceased. 
His previous dwelling came by to say hi. 
I approached the door and looked that faithful ass
eye-to-eye; an antient gaze
and a new and mysterious liveliness
that bathed his head in a strange clarity. 
And yet in life poor Juan possessed
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not even a regular mediocrity. 
Now, though, he nearly
partakes of Nirvana’s infinite peace. 
The ass poked his snout in my ear
and exclaimed with his veracious voice, already far-off:
‘But are you the same? How lucky!
Human abnegation, 
the eternal prize, the improvement of the stock. 
I find myself pretty happy and enjoying
an unsuspected psychic agility. 
Wait, as I do, for the ways
dwell only in the soul. 
I used to admire men of feigned
honesty, who sat at desks. 
And so I rose so sweetly that
now the fatal journey was like
a child’s dream. Death is nothing. 
Wait there, my friend, 
night or dawn, 
but without lonely ways
nor painful yearnings. 
Come, like me, along a straight path
to the invisible ladder. 
I will tell you the secret
in a word
that is all science: 
endure forever. Endure and endure…’ 
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